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E R I N     C O AT E S

The Pact explores elements of physical endurance and the bond 

between friends – two women rock climbers. It is set inside a dark space of 

indeterminable dimensions; the scale, movement and orientation of which 

are defined by the bodies of two climbers trapped within it. A tessellation 

of symmetrical patterns is formed; hanging from their arms, hooking their 

feet over the edges of the dark space, shifting in centrifugal movement, 

and using dual compression to suspend their bodies within the void. The 

extreme physical exertion of these actions is visible in the straining muscles 

and tension in the bodies, as sheets of blood fall through the space and 

a sense of abstract horror slowly rises. To endure the space and remain 

suspended within it, the figures are reliant on one another.

Climbers: Erin Coates, Shevaun Cooley

Camera & Colourist: Sohan Ariel Hayes

Gaffer: Dion Borrett

Editing: Erin Coates, Sohan Ariel Hayes

Set construction: Dave Brophy, Dan Burke

Hairstylist: Jenny Reardon, Salon Mk ll

Costumes: Angela Ferolla

Filmed at Rockface Climbing Gym, Perth

The Pact

Single channel video and 

sound installation, 2017
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Decibel has released four recordings:

Disintegration: Mutation (hellosQuare, AUS, 2010) CD

Stasis Ecstatic (Heartless Robot, AUS, 2012) LP

Still and Moving Lines: The Music of Alvin Lucier 

(Pogus, USA, 2013) CD

Tuned Darker (Listen:Hear, AUS, 2015) LP

Decibel hosts The Difficult Commission project, to raise money 

to fund new Western Australian commissions for Decibel to perform.

australianculturalfund.org.au/projects/the-difficult-commission-project/

Decibel are Cat Hope (artistic director, flutes, bass), Lindsay Vickery 

(reeds), Stuart James (electronics, keyboards, drum kit), Aaron Wyatt 

(viola), Tristen Parr (cello) and Louise Devenish (percussion).

decibelnewmusic.com

A R T I S T  B I O G R A P H I E S

LUCAS ABELA is a free-noise musician and participatory sound 

installation artist whose practice evolved from within the international 

noise music underground where he’s best known for vibrating shards of 

glass with his mouth to create oddly controlled, while strangely musical, 

cacophonies performed ecstatically with deft defying technique. After 

a long performance career, he’s turned his attention to participatory 

sound installation, or to put it more accurately he creates large-scale 

stochastic noise instruments devised to switch roles between audience 

and performer in line with his philosophy that noise music is far more 

rewarding to play than observe. To do this he employs situational aesthetics 

to entice people to inadvertently perform by providing them with fun, 

tangible experiences, layered with purposeful goals that require focused 

engagement. For example, his first installation; Vinyl Rally used video 

arcade consoles so audiences could remotely drive toy cars equipped 

with styli across a racetrack built from vinyl records. Continuing with the 

arcade format his latest works explore the musical potential of pinball - 

making sound generation, not scoring, the game’s’ main objective. One of 

these works, Gamelan Wizard, winning the 2017 Award of Distinction for 

Digital Music and Sound Art at Ars Electronica in Linz, Austria.

BRIGID BURKE is an Australian composer, performance artist, 

clarinet soloist, visual artist, video artist and educator whose creative 

practice explores the use of acoustic sound and technology to enable 

media performances and installations that are rich in aural and visual 

Decibel New Music Ensemble. Photograph by Traianos Pakioufakis
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ERIN COATES is a Perth-based artist working across video, installation 

and drawing. Her works are shown in both exhibitions and film festivals. 

Coates’ practice examines our relationship with and within the spaces 

we build and inhabit, focusing on the limits of our bodies and physical 

interaction within given environments. The film genres of body horror and 

the Australian Gothic permeate her practice and her work has explored 

themes including the dark side of car culture, local maritime incidents 

and the subversive practice of ‘buildering’ (urban climbing). Drawing 

on her background as a rock climber, her recent work has examined 

urban environments through intense physical interventions. A cross-

disciplinary approach defines her practice and she has collaborated with 

engineers, architects, sound artists and scuba divers. Coates’ work was 

recently included in the major exhibition The National: New Australia Art 

at the Museum of Contemporary Art, Sydney and in the video art festival 

Channels, Federation Square, Melbourne.

 

MARCO FUSINATO is an artist and musician whose work has taken 

the form of installation, photographic reproduction, performance and 

recording. His overall aesthetic combines allegorical appropriation with 

an interest in the intensity of a gesture or event. As a musician Fusinato 

explores the idea of noise as music, using the electric guitar and mass 

amplification to improvise intricate, wide-ranging and physically affecting 

frequencies. His work has been presented in many exhibitions, including 

The National: New Australian Art, Museum of Contemporary Art, Sydney, 

2017;  All the World’s Futures, the 56th International Art Exhibition of the 

Venice Biennale, 2015; Monditalia, the 14th International Architecture 

Exhibition of the Venice Biennale, 2014; His work has also been featured 

in Soundings: A Contemporary Score, the first ever exhibition of sound 

at the Museum of Modern Art, New York, 2013; A variety of projects and 

performances for The Imminence of Poetics, 30th Sao Paulo Biennale, 

Sao Paulo, 2012 and Sonic Youth: Sensational Fix (2008-2010) a travelling 

nuances. Her work is widely presented in concerts, festivals, and radio 

broadcasts throughout Australia, Asia, Brazil, Europe and the USA. 

Brigid’s central focus is on integrating musical ideas with a combination 

of different media. Each component of media is a tool in the exploration 

of her artistic process: sound (acoustic, laptop, clarinets and electronics), 

composition, improvisation, installation, collaboration (with dancers, 

acoustic performers and other new media performers), print making, 

pen and ink drawings, painting and animation (digital). Her involvement 

in New Music has led her to integrate sound, visuals, video mixing and 

theatre in performances of her own work and in collaboration with other 

composers/performers. Other ensembles Brigid performs with are Tri 

Duo, Nunique Quartet with Megan Kenny, Charles McInnes & Steve Falke, 

Pausa with Adrian Sherriff, BHZ with Mark Zanter and Steve Hall  (USA-

based), and Duo with David McNicol on piano.

Recently, Burke was a recipient of an Australia Council Project 

Music Fellowship & new work commissions ‘Coral Bells’ & “Instincts and 

Episodes’. Burke was Edwards Distinguished Professor Artist in Residence 

at Marshall University (USA), Indiana University (USA), 2015 & 2017 and 

ADM, NTU Singapore. Most recently she presented her works on the Big 

screen at Federation Square Melbourne, Tilde Festival, with ABC Classic 

FM, International Media Festival at the Trafacka Arena in Prague, ICMC 

International Computer Music Conference, Perth, Australia, Echofluxx 

14-16 Festivals, Prague, Generative Arts Festivals, Rome, Milan & 

Florence, Italy, Asian Music Festivals, Tokyo, The Melbourne International 

Arts Festival, Futura Music Festival, Paris, France, Mona Foma Festival 

Hobart, The International Clarinet Festivals in Japan and Canada also 

Seoul and Australian International Computer Music Festivals, Hobart, 

Tasmania. She has a PhD in Composition from UTAS and a Master of 

Music in Composition from The University of Melbourne.
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Tina usually makes work at sites representing charged fields of action, 

the performance is not framed by its location but inhabits it visually and 

sonically tuning into the frequencies of site and place, the inexplicable 

and the other.  The performances are often filmed and presented as post 

produced video installations.

Recent exhibitions include John Fries Award Finalist, Sydney, 2017; 

Double A – Side, Darren Knight Gallery, Sydney, Contagious Magic, 

Galerie Pom Pom, Sydney, 2017 ; Techstyle, MILL 6 Foundation, Hong 

Kong, 2016; and THUNDERHEAD at Performance Space, Carriageworks, 

Sydney, and DARK MOFO, MONA, Hobart, 2016.

MATTHEW HUNT has primarily based himself in Australia over the last 

two decades, and now lives in London. He has amassed a large output 

of works that range from screen prints and drawings using vernacular 

language, sculptural objects that exist between the found and the 

reconstructed, evocative watercolours, frozen digital imagery and video 

installations of site specific performances. With a particular fondness for 

dark humour, Matthew’s work celebrates the poetry and beauty, comedy 

and tragedy that are implicit in the everyday. As such, he has carved out 

a unique place in the cultural ecosystem of Australia. His recent move 

to London reflects his unfolding engagement with geography, subjective 

experience and the politics of everyday exchange. In this landscape his 

practice broadens and the capacity for new encounters are deepened. 

Hunt’s work is represented in the following collections: The Art Gallery 

of Western Australia, The University of Western Australia, Murdoch 

University, Curtin University, The City of Perth, Artbank, The Christoph 

Merian Foundation (Switzerland), The Kerry Stokes Collection, The 

Joondalup City Council and many private collections.

exhibition around European museums of artists that have collaborated 

with the NYC rock band, Sonic Youth. His ongoing series of long-duration 

noise-guitar performances Spectral Arrows, described as a monumental 

aural sculpture, first performed at The Glasgow International Arts Festival, 

Glasgow, in 2012 has since been performed in Museums and Theatres 

all around the world. Marco Fusinato is represented by Anna Schwartz 

Gallery.

TINA HAVELOCK STEVENS is a Sydney based artist who works on 

land and underwater - predominantly in video, music, sound, experimental 

documentary, and performance. 

Havelock Stevens emerged from the post punk scene drumming with 

legendary Sydney band Plug Uglies. From these sturdy beginnings she 

moved through to incarnations involving a moving image state of mind 

writing, directing and shooting various long-form documentaries for 

film festivals and broadcast television. She also played with Crow, The 

Titanics, Chicks on Speed, and currently has a post rock instrumental 

band The Mumps as well as various collaborations in sound and video 

with others such as Cat Hope, Sara Landeau and Liberty Kerr.

Havelock Stevens makes portraits exploring the state of the 

contemporary world. The internal narrative which shapes the ethics and 

aesthetic of her practice constitutes the meditation on the relationships 

that we have between each other, the places we inhabit, and ourselves. 

Her conceptual engagement is layered with themes of decay, survival and 

fragility within urban, environmental and emotional spaces.

 

One of her performance projects is under the moniker of White 

Drummer. White Drummer performs spontaneous compositions as 

durational-based percussive actions using rock n’ roll drum-kits . While 
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KEVIN ROBERTSON studied painting at the Western Australian 

Institute of Technology, graduating with a B.A. in 1984 and was awarded 

a Master of Arts from the College of Fine Arts, University of New South 

Wales in 1992. He has had nine solo exhibitions at Galerie Dusseldorf, 

Perth and participated in many group exhibitions including: Field 

of Vision: New York, the lab gallery, New York, 2004, Clouded Over, 

Lawrence Wilson Art Gallery, W.A. 2004, A Face in the Crowd, National 

Portrait Gallery, Canberra, ACT, 1997, mix tape, Art Gallery of Western 

Australia, 2005/2006, Face 2 Face, Robin Gibson Gallery, 2013. His work 

is represented in many public and private collections including Artbank, 

Bankwest, the Kerry Stokes Collection, University of Western Australia, 

Murdoch University and The Holmes à Court Collection.

TRAIANOS PAKIOUFAKIS  is a photographer and designer currently 

based in Sydney. He has collaboratored with Decibel on almost all the 

ensemble’s actions since their inception in 2009, including documenting 

the Sounding Art exhibition.

A C K N O W L E D G E M E N T S




